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SLIDE (title)

I am a practicing scenographer. …or Theatre Designer…or creator of visual performance…whatever….
		…..I’m proposing that documentation itself can be scenography.  

I’m not proposing that all documentation is scenography 
… it depends on how you define ‘documentation’ 
….and it depends on how you define ‘scenography’.

As I said, I am a scenographer...
so I’ve attempted to document my work since my practice began in 1983. 

I have failed in that attempt because in 30 years I have not produced a single photograph, drawing, model, sketch, artifact, technical drawing, notebook, sketchbook, video or written article which I could honestly say represents my practice in any meaningful way.

Peggy Phelan would say:
 
‘of course you haven’t Michael, don’t be silly’ …or even
‘don’t waste your time, trying,’

But of course I have. 


SLIDE (VV&V)


Here is an image of a solo performance I created and performed. 

As I couldn’t photograph it, I decided to leave a camera and ask the audience to do it for me. 

This audience member decided to photograph it in context of the poster 
(at least we know what it was supposed to be..)

Why do we try to document what is essentially un-documentable?


SLIDE (SBTD Cardiff)


There is a not unreasonable assumption that because scenography deals with, primarily, the visual, scenographers ought to be find visually documenting what they do, a cinch. 
Exhibitions of scenography have become part of the industry: 
SBTD, Prague Quadrennial, Linbury Prize, undergrad degree shows etc., etc.

The V & A now houses the old Theatre Design Museum collection including many scenographic artifacts from times past…
…models, drawings & photos etc…..

The ultimate in recognition for an art form which, lets be honest, has a bit of a chip on its shoulder regarding recognition. 


Perhaps that’s why I struggled all those years to take the perfect photograph, or produce the perfect model, or get a copy of the perfect video recording, which someone, somewhere must have surely shot… 


SLIDE (Crowley)


Arnold Aaronson, Professor of Theatre @ Columbia University, refers to such displays as: celebrations of absence…

“(performance exhibitions) have always suffered from ….. a separating of the process from the product…

From a semiotic standpoint (they) are a vast collection of signifiers, but the thing signalled – the performance – is noticeably for its absence….the very structure is a kind of ‘map of absence’…”							

The set is not the thing. 
The costume is not the thing. 
The object is not the thing.


In Fine Art, the object usually is the thing, but scenography is not Fine Art, despite the fact that the boundaries of the disciplines are shifting…

Scenography may want to be Fine Art because of the accompanying gravitas ….perhaps that’s another reason for scenography’s desire to display objects? 


So that’s why we document it and why we probably shouldn’t. 
…most of this is obvious.

In 30 years a lot has changed.
I first went to Prague Quadrennial for Stage Design (as it was then called) in 1999. It was basically rows of, you guessed it….
…..models, drawings & photos etc


12 years, and 3 PQs later in 2011, scenography embraced the postdramatic – 
no longer a servant to the text, it presented itself as an equal partner in the creation of performance…
…sometimes it became the performance itself. 

SLIDE (Intersection)


PQ ’11: Here is the project called Intersection – the overall remit for which was to explore practice…
that connected with, related to or intersected with the practice of other disciplines.

Intersection provided a location to experience a series of small spaces, curated by scenographers from around the world. 

Sometimes these spaces facilitated events which were interactive or participatory…

SLIDE (the rave, dressing up, hugging…) 

Sometimes they were simply a space to watch live action … (mini stages)

SLIDE (upside down man, lying actors) 

Sometimes they were for the display of objects, which themselves performed -

SLIDE (mask heads, maquettes)

None of the scenographers opted for a display of documentation in the form of models, drawings & photos etc. …. of completed productions. 

I have been involved in the design of the last 3 UK Design Schools exhibitions in Prague. Over that time we moved from a mini-gallery for displaying objects to a mini-theatre for facilitating live performance.  

If scenography can now be a catalyst, as opposed to merely a reactive, 
then documenting it retrospectively with artefacts representing performance now makes even less sense than it did before…
…because the visual is now only part of the story. 


Rather like audiences, scenography has been released from the passive role imposed on it, arguably since Wagner’s mid nineteenth century revolution. 

Therefore to represent scenography with what are essentially ‘dead objects’
is a bit like asking audiences to be part of the action… 
…but to keep the noise down a bit.

As scenographic practices develop, we are no longer satisfied with the display of artefacts as a means of describing and understanding them. 

However, I would argue there has never been a time when documentation of the practice has been more important. 

Why? – 
because the process can now be as or more important than the product. 

I mentioned the shifting boundaries of Fine Art & scenographic practice - 
in some Fine Art practice, the process - the idea - has been more important than the product for nearly a century….

SLIDE (Duschamp)


SLIDE (Exquisite Pain)

Now, some theatre has caught up – 

ie the process of making the work is synonymous with the outcome…

….the idea and the product are one and the same. 


Lehmann put it another way: 
he talks about presentation replacing representation.


As the process of scenography becomes more significant and since documentation is the obvious tool to analyse and develop process, 
one logical conclusion is the strand of practice which gives this paper its title: 

Documentation As Scenography.


Here the documentation itself becomes 
part of the practice, 
part of the event, 
or even signifies the practice itself.


I will end with 3 quick examples:

SLIDE (Dutch exhibit 1)

The Dutch professional exhibit in PQ’11 gives each audience member an iphone on which is a map of an area in Prague just outside the exhibition hall. 

Here I am following the map, heading for the black markers on my screen. 
When I get to these markers a voice over describes a photograph of a place, and asks me to take a photograph, reproducing that description. 

I go on to take a series of photos (on the iphone) and my route ends up back at the hall. 

SLIDE (Dutch exhibit 2)

On returning my phone, I’m taken into a room where I see photographs (including my own) of attempts to reproduce an original photograph  - which is now in front of me.

I discover that the originals, from the md 60s, were found in an envelope by one of the design team at a previous Prague. 

These original photographs  epresent a lost narrative which we the audience attempt to recreate through visiting and documenting the same places where the originals were taken.

The documentation - the photos, are the scenography. 
The idea is manifest in the documentation.


SLIDE (V V & V)

Here is another slide of my solo performance seen earlier. 

In this performance I write number on a sheet of paper and hold it up to the laptop to be filmed, before ‘destroying’ it. 

I do this 50 times from number 1 – 50. 
The numbered sheets represent a year of my life. 

After, I watch the film I have just made, whilst eating my lunch. 

The act of documenting/recording or in this case the act of validation 
(the title of the piece) becomes the scenography. 



SLIDE (Sisters 1)

Sisters From Another Mister are a collective formed by three recent graduates from the course I run at Central Saint Martins. 
They make performances which they document to represent their practice.  

Here the performance is a documented interaction with a plinth -
you will notice the brown lower section which in fact is soft clay. 

This was one of a series of such interactions. 
SLIDE (Sisters 2)

The second part of this work is the photograph of the plinth, documented by the imprint in the clay from the first performance, and shown ironically in the context of an art gallery – in this case the Saatchi gallery. 

Again this was one of a series of contexts.

Here, it is the documentation of the scenographic intervention – which constitutes the work. 


Final Slide?


In conclusion… 

documentation of scenographic practice, as practice in itself, 
is a manifestation, perhaps the logical conclusion, 
of some interconnected aspects of contemporary scenography…

…specifically: 

-	the dissatisfaction with artefacts as a means of conveying the practice
 
-	the role of the visual in performance expanding to embrace notions of authorship

-	the change in emphasis from product to process

-	the change in emphasis from representation to presentation



Therefore I can only see this aspect of practice expanding in the near future,


Thank you.
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In the context of Lehmann’s postdramatic era, Michael considers the relevance (and irrelevance) of documentation within scenographic practice. What is now the purpose of documenting such practice? As a scenographer and curator, he considers recent significant exhibitions of scenography which seem to indicate a redefining of the practice, and which, to paraphrase Lehmann on ‘Theatre’:

‘’has been hurled into the difficult and risky freedom of perpetual experimentation’

Given that, he considers the implications of interdisciplinarity on scenography, in particular the alignment with certain aspects of Fine Art practice, and the shift from product to process, or as Lehmann has it, from representation to presentation. 

One such implication is a rise in the importance of documentation as part of the scenographic process – documentation which proceeds, ‘the event’, as opposed to that which attempts to record it, in retrospect.  Further, he identifies and analyses examples of practice where the documentation itself is integral to, or indeed constituting, this practice. He considers this manifestation as a logical conclusion of several converging factors which are shaping the current landscape of scenography, and may prove to equally shape the notion of the scenographic archive. 
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